HJTRODQCTION
The Bear Valley district is situated in southwestern Idaho, in the V drainage of the Middle Fork of the Salmon River (see fig. 1 ). The placer deposits were drilled by the U, S. Bureau of Mines in 1951 and 1952 to determine their content of monazite and "radioactive black minerals 11 (here referred to loosely as ^radioactive blacks"). The purpose or the study outlined here was to provide a geologic background for an understanding of ths origin and distribution of the placer minerals. Field work was carried on by Mackin and Schmidt working together for about 3 weeks, and Schmidt working alone for about 3 weeks, during August and September 1952.* Because the placer deposits underlie the present valley floors and are exposed only to a depth of a few feet, the geologic field work was chiefly » limited (1) to study of "the bed rock* sources of the placer minerals in inter* stream areas and their occurrence in the channel gravels of tributaries entering-the main valleys, and (2) to the mapping of glacial deposits that are closely associated with the placers« About 4.00 pan concentrates were collected and the amounts of the various placer minerals in each were estimated in the field* These-field estimates provide a good general picture of the feed of placer minerals into the main valleys, but the pan concentrates must be studied In the laboratory before the results can be expressed quantitatively. In this preliminary report, the placer mineral content of' bed rock and residual soil, morainal materials, and the channel deposits of the present streams, can be discussed only in qualitative terms. Energy Commission.
BED ROCK SOURCE OF THE PLACER MINERALS

Rock types
The geologic map or Idaho (1947) indicates that the Bear-Valley district is situated, in the central part of the Idaho batholith*. Bending study with:
the microscope,, the country rock may be described loosely as including, three types; namely, medium-grained and coarse-grained granite and granite porphyry, with all intergradations between them? Pre-batholithic rocks and other metamorphic types are represented only by a few remnants of schist. "Thegranitic rocks are cut by aplite-dikes and pegmatite, dikes-and stringers which make up as much as 5 percent of some large ledge outcrop areas, as in the cirque walls around, the north side of Whitehawk Mountain ( fig. 2 )* The field relations indicate that the pegmatites and aplites are close together is age, and that both were formed during or shortly after the consolidation .
of the granitic rock. A distinctly later system of porphyry dikes, ranging from acidic to basic in composition, occurs throughout the district* Cross* tcutting relationships in a typical porphyry dike swarm are well exposed in cirque walls on the north side of Red Mountain (fig, 2 ).
Mbnazite
On the basis of examination of pan concentrates from weathered phases of the various rock types it is evident that the monazite occurs as an accessory mineral in the granitic country rock, and that its distribution is not related to the distribution of pegmatites and aplites, nor to the later porphyry dikes* In general, monazite favors the coarser-grained porphyritic granites as opposed to the medium-^grained types, but it may or may not occur in either. We have not been able to develop reliable field criteria for distinguishing between monazite-bearing and monazite-free granite; hence the'distribution of the monazite must be "mapped with the * "'. ' ' pan". This makes for slow progress because the samples must be carried from-the uplands to water for concentration; the samples taken to date are much, too widely scattered to serve as a basis for a map showing the content of monazite in the granite, For purposes of this report it can only be stated that the distribution is erratic, that the monazite content of dis- -Disintegration of tha matrix ,The effects of glaciation on the supply of placer minerals, at the source, is most clearly brought out by contrasts between areas of Wiscpnsin f glaciation and the non-glaciated areas. In the latter the granitic country rock on interfluves is disintegrated to depths ranging front a. few feet: ta several tens of feet, depending on slope and other factors. The stream bed materials consist of pegmatite debris, aplite and porphyry dike rocks; the granite that makes up perhaps 99 percent of the drainage basin is represented only by coarse sand. In areas of Wisconsin glacial erosion the granite is only slightly or moderately disintegrated to shallow depths; granite pebbles are overwhelmingly dominant in Wisconsin moraines and outwash gravel.
Evidently the granite does'not survive the slow passage through'-the. zone of weathering and creep in thev normal lowering of interstream areas; it is supplied to streams as sound rock only when it is forcibly plucked from ledges by glacial action* The relationship is so consistent that it may be taken as a rule of thumb that gravel consisting dominantly of granite pebbles is glacial outwash.
Granitic rock in Ulinoian moraines and outwash is generally disintegrated at the surface, but the degree and depth of weathering, while more advanced than in the Wisconsin deposits, is very much less than in the nonglaciated areas.
As might be expected, the thoroughly disintegrated granite, in place, consistently yields larger pan concentrates than the Ulinoian glacial deposits and these, in turn, yield larger concentrates than the. Wisconsin is drawn at a shallower depth because of the likelihood that, the barren material in the lower part of the hole-is weathered granite rather than alluviunu The shallow level at which bed rock was reported in hole 11. line Fj may indicate a h-HT of which there is no evidence in the adjoining sections, or it may be that the drill encountered a boulder or a bed of cemented » alluvium; the latter interpretation is adopted in section F. The rock floor between, the holes is entirely hypothetical? the holes are widely spaced* and there is room between them for* topographic features of large size. Differences in the shape of the valley from section to section are probably due to It is suggestive, in this connection, that the barren material in these lines > extends to the axis or the valley as though the main, stream had been forced \ to the east by the flush ofT outwash gravel. The subjacent material, which makes up the bulk of the fill and contains somewhat better values, is tentatively considered to be Illinoian outwash, but the evidence does not warrant a line on the section between, the two depositional units* As indicated earlier, the placer mineral content of the bed rock cannot be determined by ordinary panning methods in drainage basins, such as these, that were completely occupied by ice. Whatever the tenor of the bed rock, the conditions of deposition of this part of the Big Meadow fill were such that low values would be expected. This pessimistic conclusion is. based wholly on theory, and it could bewrong. The existence of the old valley was not known when Big Meadow was drilled; the fill that lies in it should be tested, perhaps by additional holes to the west on lines A or B.
Deposits of Howard Creek
The richer phases of the Big Meadow fill blocked out by the Bureau of Fan concentrates from the channel alluvium of Casner and Howard 'Creeks are in general richer in radioactive black minerals 'than those in Fear Creek, probably because the rich feed from these streams is diluted in Bear
Creek by barren detritus from other sources. The alluvium in these valleys is probably too shallow for operation of a large dredge, bat if the yardage and tenor are good, suitable mining methods can be developed* The Casner-« and Howard Creek alluvium, and the eluvial blanket on interstream surfaces in their drainage basins, should be tested in any comprehensive evaluation » . of the reserves of the district.
